Taking Your Hotel Mobile App from
Good to Great
Six Strategies for Hotel Mobile App Success
Need a ride to work or to the airport? There’s an app for that. Need to order dinner in? There’s an app for
that. Need to book your next fitness class, hair appointment, massage? There’s an app for those too, and
just about everything else you can imagine. As technology continues to evolve to cater to the demands
of modern consumers, app technology has become a go-to solution for business and service providers
in every industry — and hospitality is no exception. Hotels are now jumping on board to offer their
own custom apps to further streamline and personalize the guest experience. This shift also helps
hoteliers to tip the scales in their favour as it relates to revenue, loyalty and direct bookings.
Recent studies show that hotels with mobile apps get higher customer satisfaction ratings
from their guests, making smartphone technology a crucial part of providing excellent service.
However, hoteliers cannot benefit from mobile app technology if their app isn’t meeting guest standards.
So, the question becomes, how can a hotel take their mobile app from good to great to ensure a userfriendly, loyalty-generating in-app experience for each guest? We’ve highlighted the most effective
strategies to help you get started.
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1. M
 obile Check In & Check Out

#

The guest journey app starts with mobile check in
and check out capability. This convenient option
helps eliminate front desk lines and delays for a
positive experience. It also frees up your staff to
engage with guests in a more personalized manner,
and to focus on establishing high-touch connections

with those guests who crave a more traditional front
desk interaction. It is no surprise that the option
to utilize mobile check in/check out is associated
with the highest satisfaction rates amongst guests
on online reviews.

2. Digital Keyless Entry

#

Another essential feature of a complete mobile guest
journey app is digital keyless entry. By offering
mobile keys to guests, hotels can increase security,
guest convenience, appeal to guests’ growing
demand for technology-forward solutions and
eliminate the waste of plastic cards.
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Mobile keys also help to streamline the check in and
check out process further as it removes the manual
assignment of physical keys. Hoteliers also benefit
from significant cost savings, increased security and
reduce the waste of plastic cards.
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3. Notifications

#

Offering a complete mobile guest journey app also
creates the opportunity to engage with guests via
notifications. Hotels can send pre-arrival messages,
room-ready alerts and promote hotel services (such
as dining, spa, upgrade offers and more). Guests will

have the ability to engage (confirm or book a service,
for example) 24/7. With an advanced mobile app
admin portal that centralizes guest data, requests
can be managed easily, streamlining staff’s ability
to field and attend to fulfilling guest needs.

4. Personalized Offers

#

Special offers aren’t likely to be effective if they
aren’t sent to guests in a relevant, personalized
manner. An engaging guest journey mobile app
enables hoteliers to better receive and track guest
information, and to create personalized profiles
that allow for targeted promotions. In fact, many
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guests opt to use travel apps (and the collection of
their personal information) with the expectation of
receiving exclusive deals and offers. With real-time
connectivity and data, hotels can continuously
drive revenue-generating opportunities
customized to fit various guest segments.
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5. Text Messaging

#

What better way to strengthen your relationship with
your guests than to tap into their preferred avenue
for communication? While text messaging can never
replace in-person, staff to guest interaction, it can
serve as an integral opportunity for your hotel to
connect with guests in a new, uninhibited way. With

24/7 access, guests can utilize their mobile phone
to send requests, inquiries, act on timely deals and
room upgrades - all through a quick, efficient text
message. This allows hoteliers to build a relationship
with their guests that improves guest satisfaction and
long-term loyalty.

6. Quick Start Mobile Guest Journey

#

As a hotelier, providing your guests with the best
possible experience during their stay, no matter
the size of your hotel or hotel chain, is always
your primary goal. Zaplox Traveler is a community
app that enables your hotel to benefit from a swift
launch of a mobile guest journey for your property,
regardless of what PMS or lock solution you are
using. Advanced features include mobile check -in,
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keyless entry, checkout, revenue generating
capabilities, notifications, guest interactions, text
messaging, reporting, offer management, and even
bookings. Ready to take your hotel service to the
next level? We’re here to help. Contact us today to
learn more about Zaplox Traveler, and our other
unique solutions: Zaplox Premium, Zaplox SDK,
and Zaplox Mobile Kiosk.
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Zaplox: Easy, Keyless, Mobile, Smart
Zaplox helps hotels create a world-class mobile guest journey with the mobile key as a starting point.
No matter the size of your independent hotel, we provide a range of customized solutions to fit your
current and future needs.

Explore our unique solutions for every need and budget.

ZAPLOX Traveler

Keyless mobile community app,
connecting multiple hotels.

ZAPLOX Premium

Custom branded app with
mobile keys, mobile check-in/
checkout. PMS & lock integration.

ZAPLOX Kiosk

Add keyless and mobile
capabilities when you already
have a hotel app.

An alternative way for hotels to offer mobile
check in, check out with RFID, magstripe and mobile
keys in both mobile, web and app format.
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